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Let's help cool the Earth
Atasa Moceituba
Monday, June 05, 2017
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A young boy plants to keep his village safe in the years to come. Picture: SUPPLIED
IN its effort to address climate change the Foundation for Rural Integrated Enterprises & Development (FRIEND) launched its "Be Cool — Cool
the Earth" initiative program in late April this year.
A statement issued by FRIEND states that the move was to help raise awareness on the continued further degradation of our earth and its
resources because of climate change.
Introduced by its director and founder Sashi Kiran, the program was an opportunity for various communities such as business houses, villages,
community groups and schools to take part in the programs provided.
'Every one of us is complaining about how hot it is. We seem to be finding it hotter and it becomes unbearable at times. What is bringing about
the changes? What is causing this? It's climate change. And we need to raise awareness on this immediately," she said.
And European Union ambassador to the Pacific Andrew Jacobs urged the public to take note of the changes taking place in our environment.
He made the following comments while launching the initiative with the unveiling of the banner depicting the theme and the logo during the
Earth Day activity in Naviyago Village in Lautoka in April.
"This is a great initiative. It's really good that this awareness is being done to keep putting out the message that we need to be aware of the
changes in our environment," Mr Jacobs said.
Young people of Naviyago Village planted mangroves, assorted trees and grass along the river bank particularly where the soil had eroded into
the river as well as community members who came out to support the project including the wife of the Tui Vitogo Ratu Viliame Sovasova.
The initiative's awareness program involves a "selfie" competition' where people were asked to create their own "selfie" frames and take group
shots with it with a caption of what they have done to contribute to the fight against climate change.
http://www.fijitimes.com/story.aspx?id=403327
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The statement states that there were three main awards for the competition.
"The gold, silver and bronze awards will go to the groups that undertake unique and effective projects detailing every step of their procedure. For
example, if they picked up rubbish along the shore, they have to also show how they deposed of it responsibly," it stated.
This would be a longstanding competition and the awards will be given each time an entry is made.
Conditions for entry include there being a clearly detailed caption of activity, clear photos showing every person.
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Code Inward TTs Outward TTs
CAD 0.6557
0.6367
JPY 54.2759
51.2759
GBP 0.3767
0.3687
EUR 0.4312
0.4192
NZD 0.6886
0.6556
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Code Inward TTs Outward TTs
AUD 0.6577
0.6327
USD 0.4881
0.4711
100.00

from FJD to VUV

$4553.3 VUV
Exchange Rate updated on 05th, June, 2017

Today's Most Read Stories
1. 'Monster' Vatubua scores first for family
2. Devos savours rugby exprience with Fijian champion Nadroga
3. Single mum does it for daughter's future
4. Former FijiFirst leads NFP
5. Stage set for crowning
6. Airline fares clarified
7. 'Repair mill'
8. Queens visit Motibhai Group of Companies
9. RFMF brass band to welcome conference dignitaries
10. Halted ferry back in service

Top Stories this Week
1. 'Silent tears' Sunday (04 Jun)
2. Boy dies, family seeks answers Tuesday (30 May)
3. Pastors, villagers burn items allegedly used in witchcraft Tuesday (30 May)
4. Headman to challenge decision Tuesday (30 May)
5. Police investigate elderly man's death Wednesday (31 May)
6. Devil blamed for rape Thursday (01 Jun)
7. Unknown mana of Soso Sunday (04 Jun)
8. Chief seeks forgiveness Tuesday (30 May)
9. Asbestos in Suva; Public urged to stay 500m away Thursday (01 Jun)
10. Couple's duty of care Sunday (04 Jun)
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